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?? UNITED STATES PATENT OFRICE. 
ROBERT HERMANN THIELEMANN, OF LICHTENSTEIN, GERMANY. 

F U RN HTU |RE, 

SPEGIFIGATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 542,661, dated July 16, 1895. 
· Application filed July 17, 1894, . Serial No,517,824, (No model) 

7'o Ct77 tphom, Zt 77uatty concerra,: 
Be it known that I, ROBERT HERMANN 

· THIELEMANN, a, Subject of the King of Saxomy, 
atld a, resideut of Iuichtenstein, in the IKing 

5 dom of Saxony, German Empire, have invent 
· · e(l certain new and useful Improvements iuu 

Furniture, of which the following is a full, 
Clear, and exact description. 
The present invention consists of a, device 

I O in Connection With tables, desks, and the like, 
* by means of which the feet and legs of the 
OCCupaint may be kept Warm. 

against which the chair TY is situated, only 
extends from the base-plate up to the Seat of 
the chair, So that the two casings Z and Z”in 
close an intermediate Space having the plain 
form of three Sides of a, Square, Fig. 2, the 
Said Space being closed in on the chair side 
by the strips T° T°. "Thus the occupant of 
the chair can sit on the Same with his feet 
and legS extending into and resting on the 

; floor of the interior of the casing Z”, direct, 

It is Well known that tmany people whose | 
- VOCation necessitates their Sitting at a desk 
Or table for the greater part of the day suffer 
from cold feet during winter, a, fact which be 
Sides personal discomfort ?renerates also a, 
utilmber Of diseases. The disadvantage is ob 
Viated by lmeans of the present invention, 
which comprises a combined table or desk, 

· Stool or chair, and dewice for warming the feet 
And legS arranged underneath the said table 
Or desk before the Stool or chair im the man 
mel' hereinafter more particularly described; 
and in Order to make this specification more 
easily intelligible reference is had to the ac 
companying drawingS, in which similar let 
te1's denote Similar parts throughout the sev 
eral views. · 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the device; 
Fig. 2, a, horizontal Section on the line ci, ?, 
Fi?. 1; Fi?f. 3, a vertical cross-section through 
the desk; Fi?r. 4, a, plan of the desk-Slab; Fig. 
5, a detail Side elevation of the mechanisum 
for adjusting the position of the desk-Slab; 
Fi?. 6, a, plan of Fig. 5 with the retaining 
Springs for the Sla? in - position in the rails 
thereOf; Fig. 7, a, Similar plan showing the 
Said Springs disengaged. · 
The de Vice consists of the Outer Structure 

I), advantageously in the form of a desk hav 
ing an interior lining of Zinc Z and an' inter 
lmediate layer of felt E". Within the shell Gi, 
which is open at the front part where the oc 
cupant is intended to Sit, is a, Second casing 
of Zime Z’, both Shell and casing being cov 
|ered in by a top plate or covering C}. The 
interior casing Z” has coverring of cane R, 
Woven in the usual manner and Stretched in 
a, metallic frame R”, corresponding in Shape 
and Size to the interior configuration of the 
Said casing. The Side of this interior casing, 
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contact with the Zinc walls being prevented 
by the cane-covering R. ’ ··· 
Within the Space between the bottotns of 

the exterior and interior casings Z Z? a ring of 
Steam-distributing noZZles K, having a Steam 
Supply pipe D, lead upWard and through the 
top coverring O to a, stop-Valve A and then 
outward, Pig. 1, in any convenient direction. 7o 

? Thus a, Steaun-jacket is formed around the 
chamber in which the occupant of the chair 
has his legs. Upon the top plate C} and com 
municating with the interior of the Steatm 
jacket is a, Safety-Valve S, While in the base 
plate a Valve Vis arranged, having a, protect 
img-cap B) and operated by Imeans of any Suit 
a?le lever - System St, FigS. 1, 2, and 3, by a 
buttom or handle arranged on the top of the 
|plate C. A thermometer Th, is arranged upon 
the latter plate by which to control the tem 
perature of the Steam-jacket. The Valve V 
is for letting off the condensed Water from 
the Steam-jacket, and when employed the cap 
R) Should first be removed. , • 
On an extension T of the base-plate the 

chair TY is arranged, having folding seat T? 
adapted to fold onto the back of the chair So 
as to facilitate getting into position before 
the desk. The Valves and other devices on 
the plate or covering C are covered by the 
Slab of the desk P Which is advantageously 
made adjustable and arranged in the follow 
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ing mammer: On Suita?le upWardly-extending 
arms or brackets t t of the plate O or upper 
art of the casing Gi, FigS. 1 and 5, are fixed 

horizontally-extending arms t’, Fig. 5, carry 
ing guide rolls ºr ºr, FigS. 6 and 7, in grooves, 
of which L-Shaped rails S S are mounted to 
rum, Said rails ?eing Supported at - their for 
ward ends on rolls s°, mounted on arms S°, 
supported on the plate O. The Writin?; plate 
or Slab P is hinged at its forWard ends at c "c 
to two rails s s, which latter have their ends 
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Irounded upwardly at s’ to forn Stops, aS 
hereinafter described. At the rear side of the. 
|plate—i. e., the Side fairthest from the writer 
two graduated Sector-bars m, are piwuted to 
the under Side of the Said plate P at l, Said 
SectorS being each adapted to Slide in slots of 
the. corresponding Tail S, So that the slait can 
be tilted and Supported at any desired angle 
in the substructure G b?” means of the Set 
Screws m, of the Said rails s, which clamp the 
Said Sector-bars in any position. The Slab P 
can further be Slid back Ward from the occu 
pant, aS Shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1, and is 
arrested in its forward or mormal position by 
means of the following device: To the arms 
t?, Figs. 5, 6, and 7, are fixed flat Springs jº. 
carrying at their free ends Studs 2, adapted 
when the Slat) is in its norumal position, to en 
gage in orifices or slots e of the upwardly 

! extending web of the rails s S. - Suitably 
· guided on the Web of the Said rails is a 
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wedge. Shaped Sliding block g, attached by 
a, connecting line or l'od to one end of a piV 
oted lever le pivoted to the under side of the 
sla? P. The inclined Surface of this slide 
block g is adapted when drawn forward by 
Imoving the lever lay into the position shown in 
Fig. 7 to contact with the pin or Stud & of the 
Spring jº, and putsh the Same back out of the 
slot e of the rail So that the slab P can then 
be pushed backward a Way from the occupant 
into the position shown in dotted lines in Fig. 
1. On releasing the lever k, the block g will 
return to its original position under the pull 
of its Spring i. Thus, in order to push the 
slab. back to facilitate getting into positiou 
before the desk or table, it is only necessary 
to pull back the levers k, and push the sla? 

· out, its outward movement beiu?r determined 
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by the rotunded-up ends of the rails s s con 
tacting with the front guide-rolls ºr ºr. In 
order to get into position before the desk it is 
advanta?geotus to fold up the Seat of the chair 
and puSll back the Slab P, then to put down 
the Seat, Sit down on the Same, and put the 
legs into the interior chamber Z”, at the bot 

.. tom of which a, Stiffening-ring 1, having feet 
resting on the base-plate is provided to pre 
Vent treading through the Zinc liming. "The 
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Slab may then be drawn forward and the 
temperature Within the Steam-jacket regu 
lated as desired. If deemed neceSSary, bult 
tons HI H may be arranged on the plate O for 
the reception of a covering for the kneeS. 
Instead of Steam heating flny other Suitable 

heating may be employed, although the former 
is advantageous. . ” 
By means of this apparatus the feet and 

legs of persons Sitting at the desk will be held 
continually Warm. 

I claim as my in Vention — 
1. A. desk or table, having an outer Shell Ol' 

Substructure, an immer chalmber within Said 
exterior shell to receive the occupant’s legs 
and feet, a covering plate common to both 
shell and interior casing an adjustable Slab 
|motlinted on a,ildl a,bove Said co Vely mea, mS to 
adjtlst the same and means for heating the 
Space inclosed between the Said Shell and in 
terior casing substantially as described. 

2. A desk or table having an exterior shel] 
and an interiour chaumber, a, cover comi mon t() 
both an adjusta?le Sla? Imounted on Saidt 
cover, a, Steam distributer between the Shell 
bottom and inner casing bottolm, Steam Sup 
ply pipe to Said distributer, means for regul 
|lating the Steam Stlpply and a, COndlensedl Wa 
ter cock arranged in the ?ottom of the exte 
rior Shell Substantially as described. 

3. A. desk or table, havin?g an outer Shell Ot' 
Substructure, an inner chamber Within Said 
exterior Shell, a, COWering plate common to 
both Shell and interior casing means for heat 
ing the Space between Said Shell and interior 
casing, an adjustable Slab, Sliding Tails 
hinged to Said sla?, fixed guide rolls to Said 
rails and means for arresting Said Tails in 
their forward or normal position, Sector bars 
hitnged to Said sla?, and ?ruided in Slots in the 
rail ends and means for clamping Said SectorS 
in any position Su?stantially as described. 
In witness whereof I have heretunto Set my 

hand in the presence of two Su?Scribing Wit 
. Ile886*S, 

[R0BERT IIERMIANN TIIIEI.EM[ANN. 
VVitnesses: 

RUDOLPHI FRICKE, 
ROB. FöREDI,I;Y. 
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